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Introduction
We present high-fidelity musical instrument generation, 

conditioned on loudness and pitch signals. 
The generation process is separated into two different phases: 

articulation and hierarchical timbre-painting.                        
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Experiments

We’ve conducted timbre-transfer experiments for multiple 
instruments and compared the results to the state-of-the-art 
timbre transfer method DDSP [4].
Each model was trained on four different instruments from the 
URMP dataset [5]: cello, saxophone, trumpet, and violin. 
The input instruments for timbre transfer user study were 
clarinet, saxophone,  female singer,  male singer,  trumpet, and 
violin.

Motivation: Separating the generation process into two 
different phases improves the quality of the output. 
The hardest part - articulation, is done on low-resolution audio. 
Fewer errors are introduced compared to conventional 
generative models.
Main takeaways:
● High fidelity audio generation
● Low computational and memory footprint
● Little data resources are needed
● Based on core auditory components - enables an efficient 

timbre transfer
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Architecture

Phase I - Articulation 

Phase II- Hierarchical Timbre-Painting 

● Perceptual loss: The intermediate activations of the CREPE 
pitch tracker are used and require alignment with the target 
output. This loss aligns the pitch of the generated signal.

● Adversarial loss: Each generator is trained with a paired 
discriminator in an adversarial fashion, to make the output 
audio sound “realistic” and remove artifacts.
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We extract the pitch from 
target audio using CREPE 
[1], and apply 
sine-excitation to the 
output, in the fashion of 
neural-source-filtering [2].

The loudness is calculated from a downsampled version of 
the target signal, aligned with the sample rate of the generator 
output. We pass the loudness as a condition to a 
non-autoregressive WaveNet-based network [3].
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The output of G0 is 
upsampled to the 
sample-rate of G1 and 
serves as its input. We 
compute the  loudness

from a downsampled version of the target signal aligned with 
the sample rate of G1. The process is replicated in a 
hierarchical manner, to produce the final high-resolution 
output from Gn.

Multi-resolution spectral loss

Perceptual loss

D1
Adversarial Loss

Each scale of generators is trained using the following losses:
● Reconstruction loss: We used the spectral amplitude 

distance loss, in multiple FFT resolutions [2-4].
The first element in the sum penalizes dominant bins in the 
magnitude while the second penalizes the silent parts.

Results

Twenty raters were asked to rate the generated outputs by two 
criteria:  (i) target similarity to the transferred instrument, and 
(ii) the melody similarity to the original tune. Scores vary on a 
scale of one to five.

As can be seen in Tab. 1, our method outperforms DDSP both 
by the melody similarity and target similarity.  While the 
baseline method gets a relatively close score on melody 
similarity, it is inferior in sound quality and its ability to mimic 
the target instrument. 

https://github.com/mosheman5/timbre_painting
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Timbre transfer example - “sing to play”:
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